SECRET

TO: ASST. DEPUTY (INSPECTION & SECURITY)                      Date: 13 September
FROM: OD/OP/OPC (Security)                       J.G.: 6568

SUBJECT:

1. Necessary covert investigation is requested on Subject on whom all available background data is submitted separately. Information and/or clearance is requested for case category as follows:

   Operational Cl.    Security Cl.    Sp. Inquiry    Informational Name Check X
   Operational Support

2. Name of Special Project (if applicable):

3. Investigation to be completed as: X Routine    ___ Expedite

   by not later than ________________.

4. Scope and nature of use or activity:

   ___ For possible future use as Intelligence Support Officer in the

EXPEDITED

5. Suggested "cover" for investigation: ___ Governmental   ___ Commercial

   ___ Other

   Specific:

6. Limitations, if any, on investigation:

7. Subject HAS/HAS NOT been briefed that investigation is pending.

8. Subject HAS/HAS NOT been briefed on "cover" story to be used in investigation.

9. Subject HAS/HAS NOT indicated to probable investigative contacts investigation pending.

10. Subject HAS/HAS NOT indicated to probable investigative contacts "cover" story to be used.

11. CIA indices checks required for provisional operational clearance by

       ________________

       (date)

12. REMARKS:

       [Signature]

       JOHN B. BREWER
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